
FAQ's: Logged Products

Frequently Asked Questions about Logged Products on 
Architizer Source

Contact: Architizer Source  |  +1 (646) 878-9726  |  source@architizer.com

What does it mean when my product has 
been "logged"?

With the release of this new feature, Project Team Members are now able to log products found through their 

own research directly into Source. These logged products will appear alongside products that you have sent, 

allowing architects to evaluate all options in one convenient place. Please note that being logged does not mean 

that your product has been “selected” or “shortlisted,” only that it is being reviewed alongside other options.

Who is logging products?

Project Team Members can log products in Source. Members of the project team can include both the project 

architects and their dedicated Architizer account managers, who are advised by our in-house team of product 

experts.

Why would an architect log a product?

Architects often continue to find product options through their own research in conjunction with products 

they receive from Source Brands. Logging these into Source allows the architect to utilize the platform as an 

organizational tool and evaluate all options in one convenient place.

How will I know if one of my products has 
been logged?

You will receive an automated notification email from source@architizer.com as soon as one of your brand’s 

products has been logged. It will provide a link to the platform where you can view the logged products and 

chat directly with the architect.
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Which member of my team will be alerted 
when a product is logged?

Architizer’s algorithm selects a user from your team based on past Source activity. If you feel that the wrong 

person has been notified, please contact us at source@architizer.com.

How does the “Logged Product” feature 
help me?

You will now be the first to know when an architect is considering your product! If your brand’s product is logged, 

you'll be notified via email, and can start chatting with the architect right away.  This new feature also allows the 

architect to consolidate all their research in one convenient place, meaning they’ll be spending more time in 

Source, and more time looking at the products you send.

Can I edit the information that has been 
entered for a logged product?

No, but you can send updated information either by creating a new product submission, or by chatting the 

architect in the Message Center.

Can I send an alternate product after a 
product from my brand has been logged?

Yes, absolutely – you can continue to send as many alternate products as you like.

Does Architizer’s Success Fee Policy apply 
towards logged products?

Source Members who have signed the Terms & Conditions agree to pay a Success Fee on the Total Contract 

Value for any Product Placements sourced through the platform, whether the product was logged by the 

project architect or an architect account manager, or submitted by your team. We will register placements with 

your team as soon as it has been reviewed by the firm, and is confirmed to be in consideration for the project.  

Please feel free to reach out directly to your Architizer account manager with any questions regarding this policy.
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